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**Background**
- TJX Companies is a well-known retailer.
- TJX Companies is the world's largest home fashion specialty retailer.
- TJX Companies consists of multiple brands that operate in various countries.
- The company's focus is on providing a wide range of affordable, stylish products.

**S.W.O.T.**
- **Strengths**
  - Strong brand recognition
  - Diverse product offerings
- **Weaknesses**
  - Increasing competition
  - Economic uncertainties
- **Opportunities**
  - Expansion into international markets
  - Diversification of product lines
- **Threats**
  - Economic downturns
  - Counterfeit product issues

**Critical Factors**
- **Factor 1**: Customer loyalty
  - High rate of repeat purchases
  - Positive customer reviews
- **Factor 2**: Market competition
  - Growing number of competitors
  - Price sensitivity among consumers

**Problem**
- In recent years, TJX Companies has experienced a large-scale data breach.
- The breach has exposed sensitive personal information of millions of customers.
- This has led to significant financial losses for the company.

**The Solution**
- Implementing stronger data security measures
- Offering compensation to affected customers
- Enhancing customer trust through transparent communication
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**TV Commercial**
- "Tell Plants a Half Truth!"
  - Visuals of plants being deceived
  - Humorous narrative

**Social Media**
- "Lose a Tree, Gain a Friend"
  - Memes comparing tree usage to product sustainability

**Number 2**
- "Anytime, Anywhere, Anybody"
  - Visuals of customers shopping anytime
  - Accessibility of products
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**TheSolution**
- "Truth in Advertising"
  - Highlighting honesty in marketing practices
  - Building trust with customers
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**Print Ads**
- "Feel—Think—Do"
  - Inspiring ad campaign
  - Motivating consumers to make informed decisions
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**Example Deal**
- Special discounts on selected products
  - Attracting cost-conscious shoppers

**Frequent Buyer**
- Points system for repeat purchases
  - Encouraging customer loyalty

**Gift Cards**
- Custom gift cards
  - Special promotions for gift-giving occasions
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**Budget**
- Strategic allocation of resources for marketing and customer engagement
  - Maximizing return on investment
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**Strengths**

- Me + 3 = Free
- International expansion, kept brand name
- Livingsocial & Groupon make up 80% of industry
- Deals do not require a certain number of consumers to act
- Merchants are small businesses with limited marketing resources
- Livingsocial motivates consumers "on the fence"
- Money in pocket before the consumer uses deal
- Does not send out overwhelming amount of emails
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Threats

• Groupon & local competition

• Yipit.com

• Merchants creating their own deals
The majority of Livingsocial consumers are above the age of 35.
Most buyers are one time customers. Only 1 in 5 consumers will repeat the purchase.
Frequent Buyer

Dine Again. Deal Again.

livingsocial + mellowMUSHROOM

Frequent Buyer’s Card
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Redeem Deal
Receive Same Deal
Budget

$120 Million

- TV: 55% (66 M)
- Print: 20% (24 M)
- Outdoor: 15% (18 M)
- Marketing: 10% (12 M)